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Village was always the guardian of the traditions. The most important 
elements of traditions, from Apuseni Mountains area are:  
- elements of rural popular architecture from churches and wood houses 
specifics for these counties, Arieşeni (1791), Gârda de Sus (1781), 
Lăzeşti-commune Scărişoara (XVIII century), Vidra (l XIII century);  
- artistic manufacture of wood at Arieşeni, Gârda de Sus, Albac, 
Sohodol, Avram Iancu, Ponorel;  
- elements of rural popular art characterized by simplicity, firmness, 
sobriety and functionally at: Chişcău and Arieşeni; Traditional costume 
at  Gârda de Sus;  
- ethnographic museums at Albac, Avram Iancu, Lupşa, Miner Museum 
from  Roşia Montană,  „Roman Flutur”  form Pietroasa, Chişcău;  
- historic places  connected of these communities past, peasant revolt 
lead by  Horea, Cloşca and Crişan from Horea, Scărişoara, and by 
Avram Iancu, cold „Mountains-King”;  
- economic objectives: dam  and antropic lakes  Fântânele and Drăgan. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS 
 
1. Traditional architecture 
Traditional architecture has known two influences: first of the 

Apuseni Mountains for mountain rural areas, were habitants have take over 
de specific way of construction, and second the influence of Tisa Plain.  
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FACULTATEA DE MANAGEMENT AGRICOL 

Traditional household contained in the past and contains even now: the 
house for living, the farm for animals and other staffs.  

              
Household with two rooms for living,            Household with simple yard  

two pantries, and a veranda            specific for establishment spread out 
 

 Traditional households from Apuseni Mountains are built by wood, 
catch in a special way named swallow tail. The roof is realized by straws or 
shingle in for waters in high areas an in two waters in contact areas. The 
building has three rooms: one room for living, one pantry and one veranda. 
In these mountains areas the foundation is built with stones tied with mortar 
and sometimes under the house foundation is the cellar. The house floor was 
from land and later from wood. 

The interior of traditional, peasant’s households impress by 
simplicity and functionality of arrangements.  For those households with a 
single room has been adopted the division by corners: one corner for 
preparing food and eating (arranged with tables and benches), one corner for 
staffs and vessels and the last corner for rest and slipping. On the walls was 
arranged the dishes and towels. Interior texture was made from wool, hemp, 
cotton, linen.  

      
The specific interior of traditional household from Apuseni Mountains 

2. Popular costume and song 
 Traditional mans costume is composed from shoes named “opinci”, 
pants named “cioareci” from wool, belt named “serpar”, shirt, sheepskin 
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coat, and a long coat made from sheep’s wool named “suman”. At the 
holydays at all of these are added the long, hide, boots. The main object 
from traditional mans costume is the shirt. This shirt is white, large, with a 
fine seam at neck (black for the older people and red for the younger 
people). The traditional mans costume colors are sobers, white and black are 
the main colors, other colors been used with discretion.  
 Traditional women costume is composed from shoes named 
“opinci”, a white skirt named “poale”, apron named “zadie”, shirt, 
sheepskin coat named “spatoi”, a short coat made from sheep’s wool named 
“suman” and kerchief named “carpa”. The sheepskin coat, the apron and the 
kerchief are black with strong colors. Over the kerchief the women from 
Apuseni Mountains area put towels adorn with strong colors. 
 Popular song and dance accompany the most important moments 
from holidays, especially at the traditional peasant wedding.  Popular song 
and dance has been kipped less adulterates comparatively with popular 
costume. 
 3. Traditional occupations 
 The habitants of this area have practice from ages a lot of trades 
framed in three profiles: agricultural, forestry and industrial. 
 Agriculture has been and still are the main activity throw witch the 
habitants of the mountains assure them self’s the daily existence. But the 
instruments for land labor are very old and without efficiency. 
 Forestry also has been and steel are a very important activity for 
habitants of mountain area. Now the number of persons implicated in this 
activity is not so big, but still important. 
 On the most important valleys has been practice by the end of the 
past century the activities lies by de raft. The trees have been transported 
with rafts and also have been used for dowry trunk. 
 4. Technical peasant installations 
 Technical peasant installations are spread at all the area of Apuseni 
Mountains. The oldest one is the hand mills of stone from Neolithic. These 
kinds of hand mills may be seen at the ceramic centre from Vadu-Crisului.  
 The mills from this area are of two types: mill with pallets or cups 
and mills of electric power.  The main mills from the Apuseni Mountains 
area are presented in table 1. 
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Table 1 
Mills from Apuseni Mountains 

Placement  Locality  Specification  
   
Industrial peasant 
complex  Iadului Valley 

Bulz Mill with cups 

Topa Valley Vârciorog  Mill with superior adduction  
Videi Valley Sitani  - 
Videi Valley Luncasprie  - 
Şteazelor Valley Roşia (Poniţa) Mill with superior adduction (with pallets)  
Topliţa of Roşia Valley Roşia (Apateu)  Mill with inferior adduction   
Roşia Valley Roşia Mill with superior adduction  
Roşia Valley Roşia  Mill with superior adduction  
Roşia Valley Căbeşti Mill with superior adduction  
Roşia Valley Josani -  
Roşia Valley  Remetea Mill with superior adduction 
Videi Valley Pomezeu   
Mişidului Valley Şuncuiuş Mill with superior adduction – not function 

anymore 
Source: authors studies made by administrative information’s 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Popular traditions and customs from Apuseni Mountains are directly 

connected by Christianity, witch, here, has obtain an monarchal aspect with 
strong superstitions and mystical roots.  

The construction, generally, has three rooms: one room for living, 
one pantry and one veranda. The interior of traditional, peasant’s 
households impress by simplicity and functionality of arrangements.   

The habitants of this area have practice from ages a lot of trades 
framed in three profiles: agricultural, forestry and industrial.  

Unfortunately this area is confronting with a lack of interest for these 
popular traditions, with a lack of interest for preserving the life stile of 
mountains communities. 
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